Otago Aero Club
January 2016 Newsletter
Welcome to the January 2016 Newsletter of the Otago Aero Club.
This episode is aimed primarily at debriefing members on Club activities over the past 2-3-months, offering a
vote of thanks to the volunteer efforts that are maintaining a healthy Club atmosphere and grounds, and
flagging one or two future events.
Geoff Rogers (Newsletter Editor)
bogpine@xtra.co.nz
027 2292111

Ownership of Club aircraft
The ownership transfer of our GA fleet - ZK-DXK and ZK-EOJ – to Andrew Craig went smoothly and the
leasing arrangement is settling in as a more or less trouble-free relationship. Both aircraft remain hangered
in the main Club hangar and available on-line for booking through Paper Aviator.

Ground and Clubroom matters
Harvesting bailage from our airfield
Our President, Colin Chalmers, extracted another crop of bailage from almost the entire airfield grounds
over the holiday break. It was a little earlier than an optimal time for maximum biomass because the 17
January automobile spectacular hastened the mowing. Colin soldiered-on single-handed with the
harvesting because his staff vamoosed on holiday and no one else is allowed near the controls of that
fancy machinery. All grist to the Club accounts.
Clubrooms and lawn maintenance
Last newsletters’ call for further volunteer effort on the Clubroom lawns solicited a favourable response:
the lawns are regularly mown, flat weeds are under progressive attack, rank-grass borders are suppressed,
the gardens have been vigorously weeded in preparation for a major replanting, and the pathways are
being de-weeded and the cracks concreted over. All of this is volunteer effort. In addition, the Clubroom’s
tea- and laundry-towels are regularly washed and the overall interior maintained in a healthy and clean
state. Even the dead-marines are ferreted away in recycling bins!

Forthcoming events
You can keep up to date with our busy social and flying programme by checking your email inbox. We seem
to be bombarded with opportunities. Briefly, two significant forthcoming events are:

Our hangar party scheduled for the evening of 30 January, 2016. It involves a master-chef type barbeque
and a band. Bookings are approaching 75 and 100 would be ideal, so surely you will find at least someone
you are compatable with! The Club is subsidising the costs, thus reducing entry to $25 per person. Come
and celebrate our building refurbishments and the revitalisation of our great and enduring Club. I’m
assured there will be no ponderous speeches.
Easter weekend 2016: Warbirds Over Wanaka: Irrespective of the fabulous aerial displays of this 3-day
event, WOW is a must experience social event. That’s why I always front for three full days; one to crane
the neck and two to chin-wag with the massive aviation fraternity in attendance.

Past events and acivities
Momona visit
Sunday, 29 November saw a contingent of eight aircraft and a few cars convey Club members to Dunedin
International Airport to be hosted by the Fire Rescue crew and Kate of Airways’ ATC services. We had the
best part of an hour poring over the surveillance and navigational equipment essential for safe aircraft
sequencing in the control area. This was followed by coffee in the airport lounge and the obligatory
barbeque at our clubrooms. A vote of appreciation to Kate, the Fire Rescue crew and Craig and Sam Buist,
who arranged the visit and barbeque.

A baggage trolley was allotted to each club aircraft.

Kate had her audience transfixed with accounts of technical wizardry employed in aircraft guidance. Some
of the pupils even showed remarkable degrees of comprehension. However, I’d prefer Kate rather than

any of them behind the mike if I was a passenger on an inboard commercial flight.

Jonathan Elliott tried every persuasive angle to get a hoon-up in the fire-rescue truck. He departed green
with envy.
Hosting of Air Training Corps No 28 Squadron, Gore
The weekend of 28-29 November 2015 saw the Club hosting the annual visit of Air Training Corps No 28
Squadron from Gore, with the unit under the command of Squadron Leader Lindsay Young. The
accommodation venue was our clubrooms and four of our instructors, Joe Calder, Nicholas Reid, Al Wright
and Colin Chalmers volunteered flight instruction all weekend to the twelve junior ranks immersed in ab
initio flight training. Our GA and Microlight aircraft and instructors worked frantically to complete a
demanding two-day programme. Due to a split vote amongst our instructors, the course prize of most
promising student was awarded twice to two, not one, recipient, one male, one female…a nice application
of gender balance. On departure, the Clubrooms were left spic-and-span of spring-clean standards. This
programme is now a well established annual event.
Check out the Squadron’s Facebook page for pics of the event.
Wings and Wheels Spectacular at Taieri, 17 January 2016
About 12 000 folk attended the Wings and Wheels gala at our Taieri airfield on 17 January 2016 as part of
the 10-day International Festival of Historic Motoring organised by the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand.
Our Club provided the open space real estate in exchange for a proportion of the gate-takings. About 600
vintage motor vehicles dating from 1900 to 1984 and 45-50 aircraft graced the field. Many side-show
activities for children and their minders and food outlets did brisk business.

The Club provided a big contingent of volunteer labour and aircraft as the “Wings” component of the day.
Some members commenced voluntary duty at 6.30 am. The range of voluntary tasks and activities our
members and their friends, relatives and rope-ins performed are too numerous to detail here but it all
amounted to a herculean effort. Some photos below provide a taste of that commitment. Our main activity
was to provide U-flys in a range of our aircraft and its popularity exceeded expectations. Mainland Air and
HeliOtago added to the rich array of U-fly activity, including with a Tobago and De Havilland Dominie.
Julian Smith’s Tiger Moth towed the banner, while Brian Swan and Kevin Anderson ferried prize-winning
owners of vintage cars to Dunedin city and back in their Piper aircraft at the end of the day. Finally, after
our Club members helped with disassembly of all the infrastructure, Craig and Sam Buist organised a
barbeque at the clubrooms.
Professional event organisers carry some risks because attendance at outdoor events is so weatherdependant. This time the organisers and our Club were so fortunate with the weather. Despite overcast all
day and a late-onset sou’easter that provided a cross-wind challenge on climb-out, the weather was quite
acceptable. The following day’s weather would have been calamitous with low fog and rain all day. That’s
what insurance cover is for because the financial overheads for such an event are daunting.
Our open space grounds and buildings are an attractive location for such events. Your Committee intend to
explore further opportunities to act as hosts.
Here is a photo essay of some of the more intriguing visual aspects of the day:
The people
Many vintage car owners dressed splendidly for the occasion, rivalling the flamboyance of their gorgeous
automobiles. Perhaps aviators could up their dress-style-imagination and break out of black for
forthcoming social functions. At the risk of offending my aeroclub colleagues, I recently visited fabric shops
in search of aviation prints suitable for a tailored evening suit.

Steampunk, Art Deco and Victorian era were all styles gracing the period-piece apparel of dedicated
followers of vintage cars.

Meet Peter of St Kilda, the new owner of RJV, with a curly, ape-hanger moustache that cries “I’m a pilot”.
The tunic and cap are off genuine Irish Tweed, with a woven density sufficient to be impenetrable to briar
prickles if the wearer happens to collapse into a bramble thicket staggering home from the pub. The necktie sports more material than the shirt. And the crocodile-dundee boots of real crocodile leather cost a

transactional fortune, leaving the previous owner gleefully hobbling home barefoot. That lapel badge
commemorates the Polish 304 Spitfire Squadron of WWII.

Spiffing.

The boys in blue.

His coat fabric was festooned with number plates. And oh for the complementary tee-shirt.

There was a swag of wild animals drapped around those backs but all in keeping with the 1930s luxury
Vauxhall period piece.

The queues, the queues at every business outlet.

One of us gets to look snazzy and one of us gets to wear the overalls and mix it with the dog-pee and
brake-lining dust.

We will need to build a grandstand for the next event to avoid further damage to the roofs of precious
vehicles.

This chair fits beautifully but, ohhh, the posture.
The cars:
Vintage cars are artistry to behold. They leave today’s bland, safety- and efficiency-driven creations in their
smoky fumes.

Look at the bonnet’s length and the curvaceous sweep of that mud-guard and running board.

Even the valve-lifters and rocker gear are a visual delight.

This exposed value gear was on a 1911 Stoddard-Dayton 11A. This model featured as the pace car for the
first three Indianapolis 500 races. That’s the American owner in attendance, one Robert Lederer.

Seven hundred of these beautiful Dodge ‘hatchbacks’ (same colour) arrived in the country just after WWII
started. To avoid a public perception of extravagance in constrained times, they were whisked away to
Invercargill storage and quietly sold to the well-healed and to the Army to use as staff-cars.

This one was recently found under the macrocarpa hedge.

The long-suffering wives seek relief in the co-pilots seat from the interminable conversations on
compression ratios, production runs and parts procurement.

Lay a finger on my possession and I’ll kick ya in the shins.

The only thing clashing with the chitty, chitty, bang, bang image are the crash helmets. One sat atop these
early automobiles like seated in a saddle. A tad vulnerable in a roll-over.

Aviation exhaust systems just don’t cut-the-mustard compared to these artistic creations.

More horns than an orchestra – both bumper- and firewall-mounted.

What; that’s life-threatening, even on a Dunedin summer day.

My first car was a 1938 Austin A10 (that’s a whole 10-horsepower), very similar to this Austin Big 7. It cost
£10, with a spare, fully reconditioned motor thrown in!

My second car was a 1938 straight-8 Buick, with a back seat big enough to hold a dance…and some of the
antics in there resembled that. Alas, not in purple like this gorgeous one.

My third vehicle was this 1948 Mercury pick-up truck, replete with a 24-stud, flat head, Ford V8 engine. If
only I’d retained those vehicles for posterity. Having been brought up on such classic machinery, I find the
steeds of today’s boy-racers a big yawn.

I want one of those…wack…I, I, I mean the car.

If the garaging’s a bit tight, you can always go for models.

No different than swinging the prop, except this one can break the thumb.

The Club’s involvement

Cool cop Rex Telfer did highway patrol in his golf-cart looking for suspicious behaviour (like photographers
capturing candid images).

The U-fly booking tent became a little chaotic as demand far exceeded supply. Looks of bewilderment
appeared on our administrators’ faces as the circuiting aircraft couldn’t keep up. Queues were persistent.

Is Pieter van Ammers throwing-in the towel while Warwick Reid points to the exit door and stoic Cynthea
and daughter Grace carry on regardless?

Is that a stuffed dummy pilot up front or is Al Wright just taking a quick nap? Greg Walsh shows the client
how to put the left leg in and shake it all about.

The fast and the slow; the sleek and the portulent; the demanding and the demur.
The overview
Paul Baines provided a couple of aerials showing the magnitude of the event:

Notice the prevailing black fabric roofs of the older contingent of vintage cars (lower right).

The view south-west; quite a line up of things aeronautical, too.

Almost the entire allocated parking space was occupied at peak attendance. Image coutesy of The Star, 21
January

Have you ever seen the main hangar so empty?

The historical conjunction is profound.

Today…

And yesteryear at Taieri.

Parting shot
I’d like to introduce a newsletter quiz directed at testing your aerial observational skills. Each newsletter
will contain a picture of a mystery geographical or airfield feature. Retain your answers in anticipation of a
forthcoming request to furnish them. Some pilots and passengers of fast aircraft will be at a disadvantage
because the ground passes in a blur, while others are slow enough to paint a picture of each view. The
winner’s prize will be the chance to be master-of-ceremonies at the Club’s annual-biennial dinner! Here is
the first image. Where are we?

